
19-Nov-2021_the moon sign last night 

[Note: There is this wicked symbol that the boys told me of, that is being used in the world that 

means death to people—like in large amounts; population diminishing. Last night in the sky it was as 

if this symbol was drawn in the sky—like the death angel or something. The circle ring was large 

around the moon, and through the middle of the ring, or part way through at least, were two black 

lines formed with clouds that went in a straight line over the moon, so as to silhouette them. I guess I 

have been soberly thinking about the “poppies” message. Now with that article that told about how 

the evil phax might cause death to many, most or all who take it, just delayed over a two year period, 

I’m wondering what mass death might be around the corner. That of course brought to mind about 

the poppies that woman was growing finally now blooming after two years. I’m probably looking too 

much into things, but I am hungry to know truth. So if that was just nothing in the sky, at least I’m 

using it to hear from You about anything more You want to say.] 

 

(Jesus speaking: ) Do you need signs to make you believe? Do you need flashes of lightning and such 

and such to get you to know that time is almost drawing to a close—the era of man’s full-on 

rebellion? 

Be sober and watch and pray. That’s the best thing you can do. Watch with all readiness and 

quickness of spirit; alive and ready for battle.  

The field and the players are all being picked, and great destruction will follow. Watch and pray. 

 

You wonder if you are to be catapulted out, sent yonder, to some other land? All things can not keep 

up at the pace the are now. The crash is here. You can stand on the edge of an over hanging cliff for 

a bit, but before too long it’s going to cave in and what is built on it will crumble, as more and more 

is removed from under it. It may appear like land to someone standing there, but underneath it’s 

eroding and won’t hold up that much longer.  

Be wise and take needed action so that you won’t fall down into the sea below, thinking blissfully 

that you are on solid ground. There is more than meets the eye—or should I say, a whole lot less. 

Less ground now as the waves batter the shore and more and more will fall and take a nose dive into 

the deep waters of no control of their lives any longer. 

Satan and his minions then slither in the sea to those who fell, and feast on their prey, bringing them 

to self destruction. First things look bad, then you have no control as you fall, then you are taken 

down to the pit in more ways than one. 

You’ve got to have a rope tightly attached to you, so that when or if the land under you starts to give 

way, you will be held up. You might dangle for a bit, wondering what you are to do next, but then 

you gain strength and are assisted to climb up higher.  

I’ve got you tied to Me and you won’t fall. But woe to those who trust in their lands, their properties, 

their wealth. These will never safe-guard them from the jilting and the jostling of the masses—like a 

sifter to see who will fall through the holes, and who will stay in. 

***  

(See also “19-Nov-2021_to watch and be wise” to bring more clarity on this message.) 


